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"RijBihgfpi Speak
.
by Susie Estill .
Due to scheduling difficulties
Tom Hayden will not be the guest
speaker at Wooster Monday April
20th and Tuesday April 21st;
instead, : the y visiting campus
lecturer win be another former 60s
activist who is now a member of
the "New Left"' Jerry Rubin. . r
Rubin's career as a 60's activist
was wide soread and controversial
' 1 T
r
'Ex-Yipp- ie Jerry Rubin has cut ; his hair and changed his
philosophies since this 1970 picture of a-- Washington, D.C.
. demonstration. He will appear Monday night in McGaw Chapel to
address the topic, "Growing (Up) at 37V -
Lecture Series Unites
v. "Explanation and Understand- -
: ing: - A
. Symposium in - the
. Philosophy, of the ; Social
Sciences' a three-da- y .series of
-- : seminars, is now being held at the
--' College of Wooster. Five of the
v leading . philosophers and social
- scientists of the United States and
Great Britain are lecturing' on
Thursday, Friday, and Saturday in
. Freedlander theater. AO lectures
. are free and open to the public
The--firs-t lecture, .. "The
Relationship of Theory in Social
Scientific Understanding", was
grvenlast night at 7:30 p.m. by
Alasdair Maclntyre, Professor of
Philosophy and Political Science at
Boston University. The response'
and seminar was led by Ronald E.
- Hustwit of the Philosophy
Department. Maclntyre
. has
written several books on
' sociological and political theory,
and on philosophy, including The --
Unconcious and The Question
During graduate work at the
University of California in
Berkeley ; Jerry 'participated in
several demonstrations as a
member of CORE (The Congress
of Racial Equality) and joined in an
illegal trip to Cuba of 84 American
students where he met Che '
Guerara and Fidel Castro.
. ..
Upon his return he dropped out
. of school to become a fuD-Hm- e
-
'
' " 4-- ' -
I
i
of Rationality and .Understand-
ing Other Cultures, and his most
recent, Against the Self-ima- ge
oi the Age, a critique of Western
"'.culture.'
.
'.
'-
-
" The second lecture, held this
' morning at . 10:00
.
ajn.,- - is - on
L"Disembedding the Embedded:
Evans Pritcharcfs Contribution to
'-
- the Theory of Knowledge": The
speaker,' Mary Douglas,' is
Director for Research on Culture
--
: for the Russell Sage Foundation of
New York City, and Professor of
' Anthropology at the University of
- London.. The response, by
Richard H. Bell, of the Philosophy
Department, - is at 11."00 a.m.'
Douglas is considered one of the
' world's leading anthropologists
and has written on her field work.
among the Kasai people of Africa.
-
- "Philosophy and Epistemology:
.
. Are they Compatible?" is the title
- of Eugen Meehan's lecture given at
.2:30 p.m. today. Meehan is
April 14, 1978
brifGhanges Since Sixties
activist. In 1964 Rubin participated
in the Free Speech Movement
which was the first student
uprising to attract nationwide
attention. With a small group of
people he organized Vietnam Day,
a 36 hour anti-wa- r teach-i-n that
attracted over 20,000 people.
- Rubin then ran for Mayor of
Berkeley on an anti-wa- r pro'
marijuana ticket, finishing second
.
in a field of four, earring a quarter
of the vote. , - : --
.
In October of 68. Rubin
organized mass marched of 15,000
people against the Vietnam War
which ' were met with a large
amount : of police resistance.
Congress subpoenaed him to
Washington calling him a traitor.
He showed up in an American
Revolutionary War ; uniform
accusing Congress of being a
traitor to America's: revolution-
ary, traditions.' He directed the
March on the Pentagon on
October 21, 1967 which mobilized
100,000 people in the most
effective demonstration against
the war and is said to have led
directly -- : to President Lyndon
Johnson's abrupt tetiiement from
the Presidency."' " .-- s.
- With Abbie Hoffman, Rubin co-found- ed
the Yippie group (Youth
International Party) behind the
slogan, "Rise up and abandon the
creeping meatball".' The
movement was a mixture of
humor, guerrilla theater, and
politics, ' seeking to transform'
consciousness through the media.
, The yippies showered dollar bills
. down at stockbrokers on the floor
- on the New York Stock Exchange,
Gold Medalist on
by Brenda E. Luger
Olympic Gold Medalist,
' Madeline Manning Jackson will be
on the College of Wooster campus
today to lead several discussions
Disciplines
Professor of Political Science and
Director of the Metropolitan
Studies Center at the University of
Missouri- - in St Louis. The
response and seminar will be
conducted by Kenneth R. Hoover
. of the Political Science
Department at 3:30 p.m. Meehan
is on a number of advisory boards
-- ; in the government dealing with the
- development of educational
.theory for public schools, and has
written several books upon. the
- descriptive and normative of social
scientific investigation. '
. The last two lectures will be
' given tomorrow. "Empiricism and
Evaluation - In Social - Science
Theory" will be given at 9:15 a.m.
by Mary Hesse, Professor of The
History and Philosophy of Science
at Cambridge University. The
response wiD be led by David Bloor
of the Science Studies Unit at the
University of Edinburgh at 10:15
a.m. Hesse has written on the
.
. .orinufd on page 8
and ran a pig, Pigasus for
President of the U.S. against
Humphrey and Nixon. -
Rubin, Hoffman, and others
sent out a call for youth to come to
Chicago in August, 1968 to create
and celebrate a Festival of Life,
and to directly oppose the
Democratic Convention.
Demonstrators shouted, The
whole world is watching,"
..
as
Chicago police rioted that week
and Michigan Avenue in Chicago
- became a scene of violence and
bloodshed. Rubin was kidnapped
from the streets, arrested, and
later charged with seven others, of
conspiracy and inciting to riot. He
'. called that indictment which led to
the infamous Chicago Conspiracy
Trial,, "the Academy Award of
Protest." -
After the Chicago riots Jerry
Rubin ran for Vice-Preside- nt on
the Peace and Freedom Party
ticket with Eldridge Cleaver as the
Presidential candidate. Rubin's
first book, DO IT!, a handbook of
political and" cultural - rebellion,
became a national bestseller and
an inspirational book on college
'campuses:v''"' - V- - '
-
--The subsequent Chicago Trial,"
'with the Honorable Julius
Hoffman presiding lasted 5
' months, and has gone down', in
American history as one of the
most important trials of political
repression. Rubin and the others
were acquitted of conspiracy but
convicted of crossing state lines to
incite riot and sentenced to five
years on jaiL Rubin received two
additional . years- - for - his
contemptious behavior in the -
and lectures dealing with her
career in athletics.
Ms. Jackson's schedule will .
begin at noon when she will be
meeting with the B.S.A and the
B.W.C. for a lunch program in
Lowry Center. At 1:30 p.m. she
will lead a track clinic for the
Afhlete : Madeline ' Manning
ackson will speak of her lifejnd her faith wile on campus
f his week.
WAA. and all women athletes
who wish to attend. This will be
followed by an informal discussion
for all athletes in the P.EC. at 3:00.
A dinner program with the A.I. A.
will be held at 5:30 p.m. in the
Number 21
courtroom (i.e. wearing judicial
.
robes to embrass the judge). Riots
broke out on hundreds of college
campuses to protest the jailing of
the Chicago seven. An appeals
court later dismissed both jail
sentences because of judicial
misconduct.
Jerry Rubin served a total of
nine months in jail during the
19608 for his political activism. He
does not regret a day of it. As the
1960's receded into history and
nostalgia, the campuses fell quiet
and Jerry, like many other people,
went into a period of self-examinati- on
and self-awarenes- s.
He began a symbolic inward
search that took him through the
therapy, and consciousness
movement, including yoga, est,
rolfing, gestalt therapy. Fischer-Hoffma- n
psychic .therapy,
Actualizations, jogging, hypno-- .
tism, acupuncture, Reichian
therapy,, bioenergetics, feminism,
health foods-whi- ch created a new
honesty, openness, vulnerability
and personal power which Jerry
today shares.
Rubin has written three more
books, "WeJ Are Everywhere,
Vote and Growing (Up) At 37.
He has emerged as a national
political spokesperson and social
philosopher. Jerry has appeared
on hundreds of television shows,
including Dick Cavett twice and
Phil Donahue three times. He has
recently travelled all over the
world, including a trip to the
People's Republic of China.
Jerry .Rubin feels that the
political activism of the 1960's led
i.timwd on oage 8
Campus
Faculty Lounge of Lowry Center,
and then Ms. Jackson will
complete her visit on campus with
a formal lecture at McGaw Chapel
at 8:00. Ms. Jackson will be
discussing her life and faith at this
lecture and all students and public
are invited to attend.
Born in Cleveland, Ms. Jackson
began her international track
career as a student at Tennessee
State University while studying
Sociology. Between 1966 and 1969
Ms. Jackson competed in aD the
American indoor and outdoor
National Meets. In 1968 she
became a member of the Olympic
team and went on to win a gold
medal in the Mexico Olympics.
She competed in the 1972 Munich
Olympics as well, winning a silver
medaL Ms. Jackson then retired
from competition, but in October,
1974 she decided to return to
active . running on the basis of
sharing personal spiritual
commitment In 1976 went on to
become a member of the
American Olympic team for the
third time, competing in the
Montreal Olympics. During her
career, Ms. Jackson has broken
both world and American records,
: tiniKd on page 8
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On-Camp- us Housing
Options Inadequate
Now is the time of year for students to consider different
on-camp- us and off-camp-us housing options, and to decide on
their living arrangements for next Fall. The College seems to
offer a wide array of options for everybody, but one important
group of people is left out-indepe- ndent students who desire --to
live in co-e- d housing without organized programs.
This is not to say that co-e- d program dorms', or programs in
general, are without value; on the contrary,' many meaningful
programs have developed at Wooster over the past few years.
What is necessary is that all students be given viable housing
options. - .
With Wagner Hall designated to become co-e- d next year, the
College's next step should be to offer additional co-e- d dorms for '
people participating in general room draw. Many students do
not have time to actively become involved in a dorm program.
They may place their priorities elsewhere on academics; on
extracurricular activities, on earning money for their education.
That is why so many students either live off-camp- us or desire
to live off-camp- us. (Were it not for financial aid stipulations,
even more people would opt for off-camp- us living.) They want
to be free of rules that restrict their lifestyles; they want to live in
a place where they can study, entertain friends, and come and
go as they please.
The College of Wooster has the tendency to "over-program-,"
to require almost everyone to find specific purpose in their living
arrangements. If a group of friends wish to form a blockrthey
must Justify their existence as a group by explaining how they
will contribute to the dorm as a whole. If some students wish to
live together in a small house, they must come up with a
workable program to justify their existence as a group. If an
individual wants to experience co-e- d living, he must apply to a
special dorm (and an application procedure means that only
certain people will be accepted). If once that individual is
admitted to the special dorm, he wishes to continue to live there,'
he must participate in the program.
What is wrong with people who want to live together in a
realistic, co-e- d atmosphere without a "purpose" to thier living
arrangements? In its efforts to design programs for the student
body, the College is making a judgement that is not necessarily
true-th-at a happy student is a programmed student
Though in many cases participating in a progam will add to
one's college experience, not all students desire or need such
organized activity. For them, living arrangements are secondary
to other social and academic concerns. The Administration and
Board of Trustees - must recognize this fact, and provide
necessary alternatives: with a co-e- d, general room draw dorm as
their first pnonty.
' s D.G.P
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IT SURE IS NICE TO SEE THEM OOUEGC THEAQES JCJM 1
Ex-Stude- nt Treated Unfairly
Dear Editor,
J will begin by saying that
Wooster is a respected college. .
The students, faculty and even the
campus itself display a friendly air,
a sort of home away from home
type atmosphere. Academically,
the College of Wooster is superior
to many institutions of higher-leamin- g.
.
Of course all of the praise is too
good to be true. As you may have --
anticipated, there is a gripe here. ,
My complaint is that when I came
to Wooster as a freshman I was
promised relatively small classes
- with personalized ..attention . by
faculty and administration when I
'requested. Only part of this I found
to be true. Trie faculty at the
College of Wooster were more
than willing to assist me when I .
required their services. However, I
found administration to be a
completely different story. - .
- I am writing this to remind those
in administration of the many
emotional changes that each of us
as students experience. But there
is one point 1 want to make clear.
Administrators are willing to help
" those who do not need their
services. Those who are genuinely
having difficulty of some sort find
no assistance from this
department of the College. .
I found this to be the case when I
-
was placed on credit probation. I
want it understood that it was not
academic probation but credit
probation. That is, I was short two
credits that would equate me with
the other students of my class.
- The reason why L or anyone else
could lose two credits somewhere
along the way is not important.
The point is that the academic
board with administration decided
that by going home for a quarter I
would "find myself" and "get my
head together". .
The friendly and personalized
attention I noticed within faculty
and students apparently does not
exsist within administration. I can
understand that as a means of
punishment andor as a way to
relax and straighten out one's
future the student would be asked .
(excuse me, I meant told) to leave
the College for one - or two
quarters. What I object to is the .
tacky and insensitive way they (the
academic board) approach the
situation. " .
For example, in my case I ;
received a , phone call over
Christmas break by a woman on
the acadmeic board. After sweetly :
asking me how my break was
going, she proceeded to telt me
that I should come to Wooster as
soon as possible to pick; up my
things When . I appealed this ,
decision I founu no sympathy or --
interest in my problem. In fact, my
father called one of the
administrators to ask a few
questions and got a very rude
reception. It is for this reason that I
decided not to return to the
College of Wooster. Recently I
discovered that a similar situation
happened to a friend of mine. '
There was no reason for this
impersonal ana almost nosiue
attitude which my friend and I had
to contend with. No one can say "I
know exactly how you feel"
(Philosophy .101). Those in
adrninistration can not begin to
feel the hurt, anger and insult
which I feeL - " - .
The ironic ending to this saga is
that I now receive the alumni
magazine along with the. annual
'request for supportive funds.
-- Honestly, they have got to be
kidding! - -
; An Alumna
-- . (almost)
New Calendar Discussed
In order to increase awareness
of both the quarter and semester
system calendars, the majority of
last Monday's S.G.A. meeting was
devoted to a discussion of those
systems as well as the issues
involved in making a change. Ellen
McKnight and Carol Rowan,
present student representatives of
the . Educational Policy Com-
mittee, and Sandy Kronitis, former
member of EPC were present to
help provide and lead analysis of
the calendar issue in smaller group
discussion. ' .
The discussion which arose was
thoughtful and beneficial, Inform
ix t.bn w I mmi i .enter Fit toai tv m.ww , - --
enable more students to
participate and state their feelings.
The panel will consist of Dean
Holliday, . Carol Kowan, cuen
McKnkiht. Sandy Kronitis, and
faculty representatives. --
Due to the faculty vote at their
last meeting to reject EPC's
motion to retain . the present
quarter system, possibilities of a
Semester calendar oie ueuig
examined in a concrete fashion. It
is ' important to remember the
tremendous number of factors
involved when looking at the
benefits of different calendar
I rtus of both thsvstem,.: Factor, such as
.-
-J rturiuantMiM ot coursetoaa tor corn proiessors
An unofficial vote taken at the end uage requement Jength ofIndependent Stud as well as the
of the G .A. meeting indicated that
the overwSngT majority wasfSr,those students wto benefit such astill in favor of the present quartersystem, with a few favoring some ZlJVbreak schedule, all need to bechange, but still-undecide- d. An
Open Forum will be held April 20 considered.
SGA Committee Need Student Input
APPLICATION TIME IS NOW!!!
by Mike Petrella,
SGA President
Now
.
through Aprfl 26 is your
chance to get involved with some
of the decision-makin- g bodies at
the College of Wooster.
Applications are- - available at
' Lowry Center Front Desk for the
following activies: '
JUDICIAL BOARD: The Judicial
- Board is composed of 12
students,. 2 faculty
- members, and two.
representatives from the
Dean's staff. Eight of the
students . selected are
voting members of the
board; two are hearing
counselors; and two are
referees. " Applications
; ',v:.-nii!i-.-
3 on page 3 "
Voice Investigates
City Bus System
"Ineffective", "hardly ever use", "never on time"' were all
comments made by Wooster students concerning the city bus
system, The Bus, which leaves Lowry at 20 and 41 minutes after
the hour and returns to Lowry five and 35 minutes after the hour,
- costs a mere fifteen cents for students to ride and yet the City
bus system seems extremely ill-appreci- ated. In order to
investigate this phenomenon, the WOOSTER VOICE plans a
series of articles on the bus system, how it works and how it can
be improved. The poll below will greatly help us to judge student
opinion and use of this important public facility.
How often do you utilize the City Bus System?
.
.,
Would you classify such a system as:
A. Effective
B. Ineffective - --
- C. Effective but in need of improvement
Would you rate' the Bus System as fairly dependable or
extremely independable? " --
.
Has the bus system improved
at Wooster?
Thank you for your time and effort concerning this matter.
Please place your questionaires in the VOICE Box.
Positions Available
oxirinued from page 2
are due Wed, April 26.
FACULTY COMMITTEES:
Approximately, twenty'
students wffl be selected
to serve as full members
.. of various faculty
committees. These
committees include
Educational Policy,'r. " - .
Academic Standards,
Admissions, Athletics,
Cultural Events, Interna-
tional "Education, - Libr--K
ary. Publications, Status
of Women, and Upper--.
- class Programs. More
complete descriptions of
each - committee are
included with .the
' application. Contact.
Carpi Rowan for further
-
details.
POTPOURRI EDITORS: Two
students wiO be selected
to edit the joint SGA- -
Foreign Program Options of Value
by Kirsten Felber
Every year the College of
Wooster offers numerous "off.
campus programs in countries all
around the world. Students may
elect to spend a quarter, semester
or the
. entire year away from
campus. There are many reasons
The .WOOSTER --VOICE
;-e!co-
mes all signed letters
-- L ihe. Editor, and will print
;r:any of them as space
r.-i"'n-.-
:s and interest
.iemands. Names may be
vr.hcM from print - on
i--i-
uest.
. but must be
'.fded in original sub- -
...:l -- n. When a number of
'---
ers are submitted
;.-.- v a specific subject, we
..-ri-
ve the right to choose
''lii.isentative conrribu- -
that express all view-- .
--t:ms. Because our space is
"Hied, please keep letters
hot and concise.
its service since you have arrived
LCB publications, the
. Potpourri. The duties of
the editors include
.
handling all fascets of
Potpourri production:
drawing, editing, lay-ou- t,
.
; etc. The salary is $75 per
quarter per editor. --
TRUSTEE COMMITTEE REPS:
Four students are to be
' selected, each one to
serve as a representative
t to one of the following
trustee committees:
Finance, Development,
Admissions, and Build-
ings & Grounds. These
applications are open to
freshmen and . sopho--.
The application process tor the
above activities is not exceedingly
long or complicated. This is
YOUR opportunity to voice
student opinion; take advantage of
it while you can.
why people choose to do this.
C.O.W. is a fairly homogeneous
place and attending classes in
another country provides a new
perspective on life and allows you
to see your culture, country and
self from a different standpoint.
Hell Week
Dear Editor,
Last weekend at C.O.W. was
Hell Weekend. It was also
perspective students weekend. A
result of poor scheduling, no
doubt. Did those visiting students
get a fair impression of life at
Wooster?
Hell Week is an integral part of
the Wooster experience for many
people. However, it involves only
one week out of thirty. During this
time the atmosphere of the
campus is altered; the tension is
exceptional Last weekend, in
particular, trie Cage was closed,
the movies were mediocre, and
most parties were exclusive.
A student boards a city of Wooster bus in front of Lowry Center. How many other students utilizethe city's mass transit system?
Jenny's Research Made Possible
' by Cynthia Meister
Dr. Hans Jenny, vice president
of finance and business at The
College of Wooster, will be
directing a project, "The Changing
Structure and Scope of College
and University Cash Flows," in
collaboration with John Minter of
; Boulder, Colo.
.
The project is made possible by
an $87,431 grant from the Exxon
Education Foundation for the
study of higher education finance.
The program will provide data
on cash flows in relation to long
term higher education finance. It
will be utilized by other colleges
and institutions and also by state
and federal officials as a means of
analyzing the impact of their
policies on those connected with --
the college community.
The intent of the Exxon
Economics and Financing of
Higher Education program is to
analyze present data and develop
new data for analysis by funding
pilot projects of financial support.
Only institutions with previous
research experience were
considered, and decisions were
... Many people choose to spend a
quarter off campus in order to
fulfill their language-cultur- e
requirement. By doing this they --
are called on to use new language
skills not only in the classroom but
also' in every hay situations, such
. -- iitinued on page 5 . .
Misleading
There was little "usual
entertainment for the perspective
student. Should these students
make a judgement of Wooster
based on the exhausted
personalities, the. questionable
antics, and the absence of normal
Wooster community which they
saw here on HeO Weekend? Hell
Weekend is always the first full
week of Spring Quarter. Why
wasn't perspective . students
weekend scheduled a week earlier
or later?
Sincerely,
. Diana Lutz
April 14,
1
1
based on the quality of leadership
available. In 1973, Wooster
received a $40,700 grant from
Exxon for a computer manage-
ment program that has been used
by other small colleges.
Jenny commented, "The
project will allow administrators
and governing boards to make
long-rang-e financial plans with a
detailed explanation of their cash
flow sources." ,
Jenny is a member of the staff of
the National Commission for
Financing Postsecondary
Education and the Twentieth
Century Fund's task force on
Female Presidents Rare
(CPS)"If you are a woman and
you want to become a college
president, become a nun."
Marjorie Wagner, ' former
president of Sonoma State
College in California, didn't have
to take that roue. But at a recent
speech at Stanford University, she
backed her advice with a startling
statistic --of the 110 women college
presidents in the US today, 87 are
nuns.
--
.
' Female presidents and high
level administrators are still
scarce, Wagner told the Stanford
Center for Research on Women
(CROW). The visibility of women
in many formerly male dominated
professions isn't echoed in
academia, she said.
For example, when Wagner
attended the annual meeting of
presidents of four year state
colleges and universities in 1974,
she was the only woman in
attendance. Today, there are still
only five women out of the 319
members.
.
One problem, Wagner said, is
that institutions of higher learning
lack significant role models for
young women. Nationwide, 27
percent of coDege faculties are
women, but at high prestige
research institutions the
percentage is much lower.
Women professors are
compensated less for the same
work, Wagner reported. On the
national average, women with four
to five years teaching experience
1978, WOOSTER VOICE Page 3
f. I i
1 m
college and university endowment
policy.
He is director of the National
Center for Higher Education
Management Systems in Boulder,
Colo., and serves on the advisory
board for the Coalition of
Postsecondary Education
Research of the American Council
on Education-Nationa- l Center for
Educational Statistics.
Other research conducted by
.
Jenny includes a study for the
Ford Foundation on the higher
education price Index and the 1973
computer management study.
are paid $16,000 while men with
the same experience are paid
$18,000.
"Even in universities where
salaries are set, women earn less
because they are promoted less,"
Wagner said.
Five percent of the women in
higher education make it to the
level of administrators, Wagner
claims, with fewer than half at the
level of dean.
The solution, said Wagner, may
lie in the careful counseling of
young women, including advice on
breaking down internal barriers
that make some women fear
success.
Also, Wagner asserts,
universities and colleges are male
power structures, and their
symbolic world is based on male
language stemming from sports
and the military. "Women enter
this world with timidity. They do
not have the training from
childhootd to play the game," she
said.
Women can bring to the
corporate structure elements that
are needed, Wagner feels.
"Women usually have more
concern about individuals, they do
things differently. As women enter
the corporate power structure and
as we rest on our own sense of
values, I feel that we will change
the world.()))
i
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Bo" Sulkk, Wooster's
in
by John Gilbert
On Tuesday April 18th in Lowry
Center, Slater House will present
its 1st Spring 1978 lecture-semina- r.
Amy Hungerford-Sutto- n - and
husband J.D. Sutton will be
appearing in the faculty lounge at
8:00 p.m. for a presentation
concerning careers in the world of
drama. The program will be
informal; although the husband-wif- e
team will be prepared to
speak about . current career
opportunities in drama, they have
agreed to talk about whatever --
questions- students-- - may- - have.1-Refreshmen- ts
will be served after
.
the presentation.
Amy Hungerford-Sutto- n was a
graduate of Wooster in 1975 with a '
degree in Speech and Theatre. '
She has been with the Cleveland-Pla- y
House the past three years as
the Assistant in the Costume
Shop, and Designer for the Play
House Youth Theatre, where she
has designed "You're a Good
ViiV Charlie Brown," "Golli-whoppers- ;"
and "The Odyssey of
Runyon Jones." Last spring she
was in Wooster to design "Dr.
Faustus." .
. J.D. Sutton is currently serving
as stage manager for Center
Repertory Theatre's production. of
Vanities," Cleveland's ' fourth-longest-runni- ng
show (following
"Jacques BreT, "The All Night
Strut," and "Abie's Irish Rose.")
Since receiving his M.F.A.' from
Philadelphia's Temple University,-h- e
has worked in summer stock,
dinner
.
theatre, and regional
Art and Alcohol Now Oh Display In
-
by Lisa Vickery
? There is- - a most interesting l.S.
project presently on display in the
lobby of the Severance Art Studio
building. Mike" Courey's Junior
Independant Study, which was
done this past winter quarter, is
entitled "Art and Alcohol and will
be exhibited through this Sunday,
April 16th.
The project, consisting of five
collages, a room setting and a
' video tape, is to show, not the
medical effects of alcohol on a
person but rather the visual effects
of - it on our society. Indepth
research on alcohol and 'alcohol
participated in ; the -- weekend --
concert. Interpretation of the
music was no longer so much of a
question after thejcomposer
himself was able to suggest how he
conceived the melodic lines and
harmonic ornamentation.' -
The all-Washb- urn concert held :
on Sunday evening in McGaw
Chapel opened with a Festival .
Overture played by the Wooster
Symphony Orchestra. A small
double-quinte- t, comprised . of --
select students, faculty and local
musicians followed. The
.Y. Composer Appears In Vpbstcr
by Lisa Vickery
For the music students of the
campus, this past weekend offered
the opportunity for practical
exposure to musical composition
in America today. Dr. Robert
Washburn, Professor of Music at
the State University of New York
at Potsdam, as well as composer-in-residenc- e
at the Crane School
of Music,- - temporarily became
Wooster s"com poser -o- n-campus.
"Practical Applications" was the
subject of the Thursday morning
theory
.
class and which was
.extended to actually apply in
Saturday morning's critique
session of student's faculty's and
local resident's compositons. The
lecture sessions concluded with a
public lecture Saturday night on
"The Present and Future for the
American Composer."
. Most of Dr. Washburn's advice
was offered during the extensive
rehearsals of the college's musical
groups, almost all of which
only ceramicist, fives loftily in Severance Art Studios.
"concertino" they performed had - concert was conducted Dy tne
a personal touch added to it when easy-to-follo- w style of the visiting
its author . explained how he composer. ;' ; :j - -
Fi:ms Shown Every Tuesday: Free!
Movies are not just for
weekends. Now, every Tuesday
night at 7:30 p.m. in Mateer
Auditorium a Fine film Series will
be shown. Some of the oldest,
finest, funniest, most delightful
films are appearing-includi- ng
"Bonnie and Clyde", "The Hour of
the Wolf', starring Igmar
theatre, including a season at the .
Cleveland Play House. Consider- -
: ing himself a "utility character," he
has performed in plays ranging .
from "Hay Fever" to "Exit the
King," and his credits include the
title roles in both "Man of La
Maneha" and "Sherlock Holmes." 1
. The Suttons were originally
scheduled to appear in Wooster at --
' ; continued on page 8 - -
abuse was required of Mike before --
the 'actual instruction of the '
project could be started. From the
startling information he gathered
about alcoholism he wanted to
create something shocking. "I had '
a hard time making ugly art," Mike
said. About the meaning behind
his project the artist added, "It isn't :
subtle art and the message isn't ;
readily apparent; but alcoholism
effects 1 out of 10 Americans and
so the theme is one of social
significance.".- - ,. - -- -,
The collage pieces of Mike's I.S. '.
were inspired by Raushaenberg, a
pop artist of the 1960s who
worked a lot within that style. The
derived the main theme from the
melodic whistles he used to
summon his children with.--- -
The Scot Symphonic Band, who
spent their spring break touring
Florida offered Washburn's
Symphony For Band. Then the
Wooster Chorus, with various
wound up the program with tw-o-
r i j tpieces, Ode to
Gloria in Excelsis Deo. All of the
compositions exhibited distinct 1
characteristics of Dr. Washburn's
musical - stytization. The ' entire '
Bergman, "The Passenger",'
starring Charlie Chaplin, "Grand ,
Illusion", (Jean Renoir's classic
film of WW 0, and more! If you're
looking for an escape, or a way to
enrich your fife, the Fine Film
Series is for you-f- or free. Check
your culture calendars for the
listings. .' . ;
by Mark Pierson i
When walking into Severance
Art -- ' Studios one ' would never
guess that two students actually
reside on the top floor of the
building. Senior Art major Bob
Sulick has lived there for three
. years, alone in his lofty perch from
which he can view much of the
, Wooster campus. It is fitting for
Bob to ? be there, for --it
complements his spirit of
independence very well.
.
: :.
.
Bob has the distinction of being
the College of Wooster's only
ceramicist, and one of five male
Art majors. Much of his work is
centered, around a theme " of
; contrasting free-flowin- g material
: objects and man-madeobjec- ts. In
attempting to explain his work
Bob expressed his feeling the "art
is a basic essence that can't be
described to a certain point." - -
" When doing his.junior
Independent Study. Bob"
developed a theme of using nails
which protrude out of his ceramic
pieces. T got an idea for a theme
by asking myself what would
happen . if
.
you took a living
.
organism with skin and insides,
, and dropped it from one hundred
feet onto a bed of nails. The effect
of the collision allows me to use
imagination in applying this to my
art." In essence, my work deals '
with nails and spiked shaped
" protrusions vs. natural, fluid
growth and - the interaction
between the two." "
three dimensional aspect of these
collages helps to bring the artist's '
message of life, especially
compared to the limiting two
dimensions ' of paintings or
drawings. " .,
The introductory collage,
actually done during the fall, is
called "Dead Soldier" and it was
this that gave Mike the idea for his
project's theme. The drinking of a
fifth of whiskey is called a "dead
soldier" and this expression was
then further developed by the
.artist's, combining bottles, labels
and advertisements for - Jack
Daniels, along with a picture of a
soldier's tomb and an old jacket, .
rwesumably once belonging to the ,
everbial deceased soldier. - --
The next subject of the project
is untitled, its purpose ts to
contrast- - the beauty - of " the
packaged liquor to its destructive
process once out of the bottle and
into the. brain. Two shelves of
clean, neatly arranged bottles are
attached to a mechanical dial,
each by its own individual tube.
.The tubes travel through the dial
aquarkjm creaming a skull
oikj waul m a macruoi i juiuiiuii.
Bubbles are emmitted . from
underneath the brain, represent-
ing - the --deterioration of the
alcoholic's mind. - -
Moving to the right on the watt
there hangs another collage within
a wooden frame. This' work
incorporates pictures of a nursing
chQd underlined by a row. of beer
bottles capped with plastic
nipples. The nipples and the
picture of the child are based on
Freud's theory of the oral fixation
with which some people are
possessed Drinking can satisfy
that need to consume, in a way
similar to the pacifying effect of a
,baby at breast.
.
- " '
Applles
', i
The resulting works have led to
several interpretations by
observers. "Reactions of people to
my ' work " often t lean L towards- - ' '"
religious overtones of nails and '
spikes. I have been raised in a very
religious background and perhaps
'
this is coming through in my work, "
but not intentionally. .- - :
Bob went, to Avon Old Farm . ;
School, a progressive prep school -
in Connecticut, . and '-- became ' '
interested in pottery there. He
came to Wooster because of the '. "
facilities in the ceramics division of --
the Art. department.' For two
'-
-.
quarters he was a Biology major
but changed because he felt that
- his "natural inclinations leaned '
towards art. Sometimes I feel
guilty because I have a good feeling
when I do my work and think fm -
getting off easy. But' Fd rather --
work with my hands to express
myself than ' conveying my
thoughts in i term papers and --
essays, which of course I still do
anyway."
.
v - .;-- X
' Bob '' has definite ; opinions ' '
concerning Wooster's Art"'
department ,"! am disappointed :
with the - fact ' that the
.
Art ;
department . lacks --enough ,V:
teachers to make Wooster an --
outstanding art - school The
.faculty that is here now is very
good, but they are overworked. .
There are too many classes and
too many students for only three ;
Studio art teachers to handle. We .
.
;i: ?-con- ;inued on page 5
' "Potion of Love" is the unofficial '
titlebf Mike's next collage. This tall
piece -- demonstrates the
exploitation - of sex " for the
promotion of alcohol through --
advertising and the misconception
that Bquor leads to love-Liqu- or
ads centering on either a male pjr i,
female with an abundance of sex
appeal subtly fool the consumer,
into believeing that their charm is
due to the liquor they drink. Some
of these ads make up " the
background. From out of that
background extend tubes, shelves 5 ;
and a red light. The tubes are used --
to connect the different objects
- within the collage, for instance, the
empty bottle of Amaretto, the
, supposed "love potion". The red
light symbolizes prostitution and a .
shriveled up bottle of Smirnoffs
represents a dead phallic symbol.
The tubes also connect the bottles
with a plastic bust of a man which ;
are then connected with diagrams "
of the fiver and testes, two of the ;
organs most effected by alcohol.
- In the corner stands an upright
piece that might be classified as a
"
continued on page 5
Debate On The
School Calendar
i Students will finally get a chance
to have some input on the issueof
the
.
school calendar.- - Lowry
Center Speakers, and Topics.
- Committee is sponsoring an Open
Forum on the subject Thursday,
April 20th at 7:30 p.m. in Lowry
: Center Pit. AD students who wish
to discuss alternatives, voice an r.
opinion to ask questions should .
attend. Exact details of the
- program's format are not worked -
- out at the time of this writing, but
.. the discussion promises to be
lively on this controversial issue.
(Bpniputer Terminal Aids
With the installation of the
OCLC (Ohio College Library
Center) computer terminal in
Andrews Library, students and
.
faculty now have direct access to a
data-bas- e totaling over 3,000,000
bibliographic records. A gift from
the Class of 1977, the terminal
reduces research- - time by
channeling requests for author
and title information into the data-
base of books, serials, and
government documents that have .
been catalogued from the holdings .
of 1400 libraries around the
country. - ' - :.
. "Thereal value of theterrninalis
that it extends a student's
knowledge of what is available to.
him, says Robert Goiter,
Director of Library Services. "It
essentially tells students what
Creating
"' cont. from pa 4
need at least one new teacher in
both two-dimension- al and three-dimension- al
areas. The lack of
teachers means that we don't have
the variety of courses other
schools have, and thus
;. discourages
. some prospective
students from coming here. If
there ftere more students taking
: art here "we would have a better
opportunity to interact and share
our ideas."'
--
.' The room in which Bob lives has
a character of its own. He has his
own private bathroom, TV and
..' refrigerator, and spacious area in
which to move about His pieces of ,
I art are everywhere,. and.Bob ;
, explains "that .."everything is ia :
canvass; the floors, the ceiling, and
the walls. The room is a mirror of
my personality, because I have
lived in it for three years. I use it as
sort of mirror-museu- m for my art
' work." One might think that Bob
would be isolated from the
campus.but he constantly has
visitors and often art students take
- a break from their work and drop
in to talk.
-
.
Bob sees unlimited potential for
artists in the next several years.
"Art is expanding in a multitude of
"Pot" Art
ainereni directions, inere are
mostly new medias, such as
.synthetic materials and
videoaudio equipment which are
allowing people to explore areas
which weren't being investigated
several years ago. This whole
movement is letting artists add a
more personal touch to their
work."
After school Bob hopes to
move into independent pottery
production. "I want to find a spot
in the country where I can build my
own house, raise my own food,
and produce my own energy. I
want to have control over what
kind of work I do, how much I do,
andjibt have to worry about a
,
boss telling me how many pots I
have to make or how many classes
I have to teach. My attitudes wiD
probably change as I'd hate to see
--myself stuck in one job my whole
life. I probably will change careers
between the ages of 35-4- 0 and
again between 55-60.- "
When asked at the end of this
extended interview to reflect on
his liberal arts experience at
Wooster, Bob replied: "You've got
enough ing words that Mark,
can't you just fill it in!" Such is the
temperment of an artist.
These programs are affiliated with.
Wooster, so financial aid may be
transferred to cover them. The
Great Lakes College Association
.
(GLCA) offers opportunities to
spend either a semester or year in
Africa, Hong Kong and Japan.
These programs also fulfill
C.O.W.'s language-cultur- e
requirement and provide at the
same time the unique experience
finalists who does not attend a
conservatory or school of music.
The first-priz- e winner in the final
round, to be held gt Ohio State
. University in Columbus on April
29, ' will perform with the
Columbus Symphony and receive
a cash prize. There will also be
second and third cash prizes.
Miss Naujoks' selection for both
the preliminary and final rounds is
the Concerto in A Major, K. 488,
by Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart
Her piano teacher at the College of
Wooster is Dr. Brian Dykstra.
Last year she won first prize in the
Ohio Federation of Music Clubs
Student Auditions in Columbus.
after 1971, but "it's a supplement
to the card catalogue system." "As
soon as we catalogue a book in the
library it will appear on the
terminal, while it won't appear in
the card catalogue for about ten
days because of the time involved
in printing and mailing." .
In the future, 'books might be
sought by . subject . over the
' computer - network, providing
valuable bibliographies for
T?h3 new computer terminal fat tha main lobby of Andrews Library provide kcwi to a data-bas- e
n;h over three million bibliographic records; an additional one million will be added each year.
Art Displayed In Severance
Foreign Study Options Arc Diverse
.-u-
ii,ud from page 3
as getting food and transportation.
Eight weeks of intensive language
study abroad is equivalent to
about two quarters of language
study on campusT Three of the .
.
most popular programs which
fulfill this requirement are the
Goethe Institute in W. Germany,
Alliance Francais in France and
the Spanish Quarter in Colombia.
Pianist Reaches Finals
Maxine Naujoks, a sophomore
piano major at the College of
Wooster, has been selected as one
of six finalists in a piano concerto
competition of the Ohio
Federation of Music Clubs. Funds
for this competition are provided
by the BatteDe Memorial Institute.
Of the other seventeen entrants
in the preliminary round at Oberlin
College on April 8, thirteen were
students of the Oberlin
Conservatory of Music, one at
Kent State University, one at the
Cleveland Institute of Music, and
one at Hiram College. Miss
Naujoks is the only one of the six
. books are available in other
libraries-n- ot just college libraries,
but university libraries as well"
A student may
.
utilize the
terminal for authortitle searches,
title searches, and author
searches. On the video screen
- appears a read-ou- t of where the
books a student may need are
located within the OCLC
network. "We're also planning for
the enhancement of the OCLC.
system," Goiter notes. "In the
future students will be able to
borrow books on inter library loans
.
via the terminal to save time." ' --
Yet despite its advantages, the
OCLC terminal is no replacement
for the card catalogue. It may be
used to verify bibliographic
information and to find out books .
catalogued in Andrews Library
rcut:nued from page 4
sculpture. It is a combination
casket and closet. The inside of
the human length wooden crate is
viewed through chicken wire that
encases a thigh deep pile of empty
bottles and a jacket on a hanger.
The handles on the outside of the
of living and studying in a non-weste- rn
culture.
Many off-camp- us programs are
roughly equivalent to the College
of Wooster in costs. If the program
is affiliated with Wooster financial
aid may be transferred to cover
tuition, room and board.
Transportation and other
personal costs such as personal
travel are the responsibility of the
student. These costs vary
depending on the country in which
the program is located.
Among others, C.O.W. offers
the opportunity to study in
Athens, Vienna, Paris, Nantes,
Freiburg, Bogota, Hong Kong and
Africa. Students also have the
option of arranging other
programs either through other
colleges or on their own. Plans
should be made at least a quarter
in advance; fall quarter
applications are already closed.
Information and assistance is
available from Dorothy Knauer in
the International Programs Office
(ext. 343) located on the first floor
of Babcock International House..'
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Student
persons doing specific research.
"When funds become available,"
Goiter adds, "we would also like to
purchase a print-ou- t device so that
students may have copies of what
they read on the terminal And
someday we may be able to have
access to other bibliographic data-
bases too (such as The New
York Times)."
. A brochure, prepared by Julie
Rhind, explains how to operate
box lend the coffin-lik- e
appearance, which stands for the
death found in drinking,
particularly the "closet drinker,"
represented by the sport coat. Trie
box lacl a person and so can
stand foi aO alcoholics, according
to Mike. Both the casket and
closet manifest "a kind of
confinement.
.
On the opposite side of the
room is an enclosed setting which
Mike calls a "Hangover Clinic''. It
contains a shower, a counter
covered with home remedies for
the drinker's ailment, and a bed
without a mattress. The beer cans,
coffee pot, tomato sauce bottles
and medicine jars are all empty.
The shower does not work and the
bed with its exposed.unyielding
metal springs has a toss led sheet
lying upon it. Everything in the
pure white room is non-function- al
and ineffective. Even with all that
the "Hangover Clinic" hold, there
Aids Needed
Three student assistants are
needed to help with the
Adirondack Program this year.
The duties include a large variety
of tasks such as checking
equipment and organizing food,
supervision, and some instruction.
The course lasts for 3 weeks from
August 17 to September 6.
In previous years the assistants
have been juniors or seniors with a
strong camping backgroup and an !
interest in either biology, geology,
or outdoor education. Persons
with a strong backround in rock
Research
their terminal Training sessions
are currently being scheduled to
instruct people in usage of the
system.'
Goiter observes that very few
colleges have direct access
terminals for students and faculty
members. "It's valuable that
students have the experience of
using a computer for bibliographic
references, that they can become
acquainted with the system."
is no remedy.
Because of the experimental
nature of the last portion of Mike's
project, he calls the twenty minute
video tape, "the most exciting and
successful! part" of his I.S. The
tape portrays a man (played by
Don Austin) who consumes a case
of gin while watching a T.V. soap
opera. It is up to the individual to
interpret the soap opera as either
being just a T.V. show or the
thoughts and memories of the
man. The video tape called "A
Case of Gin" ends with the
character violently throwing the
empty bottles at the television set,
destroying it.
Mike defines his I.S. as being a
statement "not against the use of
alcohol, but the abuse of alcohol
and the entrapment and hassles it
brings to people." I see this
unconventional, yet indepth
project as being extremely
thought provoking. ,
for Program
climbing are welcome to apply. --
Trie position does include a salary.
If you are interested, pick up an
application from Professor Brown
in Taylor Hall or Professor Roche
in Scovel Hall. Applications must
be submitted by Friday, April 21.
'HEAR YE, HEAR YE! CREATIVE
PEOPLE ONE AND ALL. The
extended dealine for submissions
to the Thistle, Wooster ' literary
magazine, is Monday, April 17. S
Send poetry, prose, photography
and art work to Box 3191. J
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James Bevel talks with a student while on campus to discuss non-
violence and civil rights. - '
"
'
THE INTERNATIONALIST '.:r- - r' -
Garter Reneges on
THE BSTERNATINALIST '
by Alkis Papademetriou
U.S. CONGRESS ASKED TO
RELAX EMBARGO IN TUR-
KEY
It seems that President Carter
forgets the promises that he made
before - the elections. In his
campaign in 1976 he delcared that
the embargo that the U.S.
Congress imposed in Turkey
would continue until the Turkish
military forces will leave the island
of Cyprus, and a ' peaceful
. resolution wQl be found. Now
Carter tries to relax the embargo.
He said Turkey requires a
dependable flow of military
supplies from the U.S.A if it is to
fulfill its obligations in NATO.
Any assistance to Turkey would '
violate the foreign aid law which
bans the supply of S. S. arms to
Turkey, because of the use of
American arms for the invasion of
Cyprus. We should also stress
that any arms supplied to Turkey
would run counter to the
American policy that no aid should
be given to a country violating
internationally recognized Human
Rights. Any military aid to Turkey
would constitute a tacit approval
of the Turkish invasion of Cyprus.
For those who forget, we would
like to remind that on the 20th July
1974, forthy thousand Turkish
troops, assisted by Turkish air and
naval forces, in violation of U.N.
and all principles governing
international relations invaded
Cyprus. In consequence of
repeated violations of the
Security-Counc- il Resolutions
WOOSTER FISH '.
.
'
Deep Sa Foods
featuring...
lobster
catfish
- shrimp
; frog legs
turbot
Oysters
scallops
BBQ ribs --
RESTAURANT
and
RETAIL FRESH FISH
282-833- 1
230 N. Buckeye' -
calling for a cease-fir-e and troop
withdrawal and signed agreements
in Geneva, approximately 40 of --
the total territory of the Republic
of Cyprus, ' which in economic --
terms is much more significant .' .
than its size (representing 70 of :
production from all sources) still
remains under Turkish military
occupation. The 200,000 Greek- -
Cypriot refugees, which represent
40 of the Greek population of
Cyprus, are still prevented by
sheer force from returning to their
homes. According to estimates,!:
"the number of missing persons.
exceed six 'thousand 'while ' the
value of property 7 and houses'
looted, plundered or usurped runs
into billions of pounds. This is just
a short account, as of the results of
the acts of the Turkish Peace
Forces," as Turkey proudly calls '
her forces in Cyprus. And the
Carter's administration wishes to
' relax, embargo for re-enforci- ng
these "Peace Forces," for more
killing, blood, refugees,
aggression, violation of Human --
Rights and destruction to the
tortured island where, according
to the mythology, Venus was
born.
HUMAN RIGHTS VIOLATED -
All but a few non-Weste- rn
countries, according to the Carter
Administration's second annual
report to Congress, reportedly
violated Human Rights practices.
The report is a study of 105
countries that receive American"
aid or buy American weapons.
The 426-pag- e volume was released
jointly by the House International
Relations Committee and - the
Senate Foreign Relations
Committee. :-- v
SOVIETS LIABLE FOR
SATELLITE DAMAGE
U.N. legal exports have
'COLO
Ber ond Win
". Champagne .
Soft Drinks and lc
,- -" by Tracy Dus
: Civil : Rights Activist James"
Bevel spoke to a crowd of about
150 students last Tuesday in
v Mateer Auditorium. Speaking on
: the topic of the science of non--v
violence. Bevel broke according to
' "professor Ben Berry, a period of
nine years of silence by agreeing to
"
appear on the Wooster campus. 5
According to Bevel, our
"'civilization has reached "beyond
".- -- to Dark Ages." We are now at the
--
' point where we can create how we
- want the future to be. The most'
important issue at hand for the
present citizen is to learn to be
scientific. :.;; ''::
T , Bevel cited Martin Luther King
as the first social scientist and
student of logic and change. King
; ; "could bring about change without
injuring people," hence "a whole
new era in human relationships
''
-
-
-
-
' L' C;.Turkey
announced : under the 1971
Convention on International
Liability for damage caused by
space objects, the Soviet Union
would be required to pay for any
damage caused by the satellite
that ' broke . up. over- - northern
Canada in January. The Canadian
government has announced it
would seek $1 million in damages.
WHY PEACE IN NEAR EAST
IS NOT SIGNED
'. .-T-
he; core, of the differences --.
between the Arabs and Israelites
.
are the Palestinians. -- "
The poshions-O- r the OPPOShr
tvons-o- f the different sides which
does not permit the resolution of
the problem in Jhe Middle-Eas- t
are: :; :
. Israel: It does : not even
recognize the existence of the
problem. In this way she refuses to
give the region of the "West Bank
of Jordan" where there could be
possibly established a . new
"homeland" of : the Palestinian
refugees. Moreover
.
Israel - does
not accept the participation of
Palestinians :' in the Peace
Conference for the Middle-Eas- t
problem in Geneva.
Arab Countries: They support
peace in Middle-Eas- t cannot
establish if first the Palestinians will
not acquire a homeland. Their
position diverses in many different
continued page 8 '- -
Trees
(CPSV-Redwoo-d National Park,
sheltering some of
.
the world's
oldest and tallest trees," has
received federal ' approval . for
.
acreage expansion .by nearly,
double its present area. The move
came after months of bickering
between environmentalists and ;
loggers backed by labor groups.
Conservationists sought
Carry out
PIZZA'
All Mad Hr
It 00 o m . M OO p.m.
ll:0O'o.nvi:OO o.m. .'"
Ph 262-044- 4
DITJO'S ;
DRIVE THRU
Monday thru Ih-jrwJo- y
Friday and Soturdoy
429 '.:) -.-- liberty'.
..--
' Wooster
tii rsl.W fa 4r?ove Vouf Cor
IS
formed."Today, however, "we do
not have - any responsible
ritizens.(our citizens) 'do not
know the difference between the
. constitution and what comes over
television." "Newspapers",
according - to Bevel, "aie
commercial sheets operated by
cities which are . businesses
themselves. The are not an official
document." -
Bevet went on to claim that all
citizens can have an effective voice
in government.-"Whateve- r you
love, you can make it grow." Bevel
claimed. He added, "In America, if "
you ' intend to do anything in
America, you . can do ft ; and
America will help you."
. The difference between .our.
present era and Bevel's own era,
Aids Rests oh Integrating
(CPSKThe last vestiges of the old
South's separate, but equal '
doctrine are under attack by the
Health . Education and Welfare ,
Department (HEW). -
Earlier this month HEW
rejected formal proposals from .-V- irginia
and Georgia on
integrating' public colleges and
universities in the two states. The
states have 45 days to submit
acceptable 'proposals, - or risk
--losing $50 to $80 million in Federal
aid for education. -
Last July," Federal . courts,
ordered HEW to issue guidelines
to six southern states, requiring :
them to prepare a five year
desegregation plan for publicly
subsidized colleges, and
universities. The guidelines called --
for enlarging minority percentages
.at Black and white colleges while ;
'preserving the historically Black ; :
colleges. The penalty for not filing '
plans was loss of Federal aid for
education, HEW approved plans
submitted by Arkansas,
Oklahoma, Florida and part of the --
North Carolina higher education '
system.
- Nearly. 20 years of civil rights .
struggles in the South and border
states have had little effect on :
higher education institutions. In
Virginia, Black enrollment in
traditionally white universities and .
colleges stand at five percent.
White enrollment in historically "
Black institutions is lower, at 2.4
- percent. -
Standing a few blocks from each
other in Virginia Ges testimony to
the need for inteqrated education
and the stodginess of the South.
Get Federal
expansion of the 58,000 acre park
in northern California because the
park' ecology was being damaged
by runoff and siltation from
lumbering areas
.
upstream and
uphiE. The loggers saw the
expansion in terms of toss of
lumbering area and an estimated .
1,000 lumber workers without a
job.- - ..- - -
But compromse bills worked '
out by both House and Senate
offered relief for both sides. (The -
two versions are similar, but yet to
be reconciled.) The park is now
protected by additional acreage on
virtually all sides, although the
original, proposal of a 77,000
BEALL AVE
7 ECON-O-WAS- H
'-
-
" (Just North of the College)
24 Hour Coin-O- p Laundry
Dry Cleaning 8-4:- 15 ;
Topic
- he claims, is that in his time "the
president did what the preacher
said." This was particularly true m .
the case of King and Kennedy. . " :
In the year 1978, Bevel claimed,
""This campus is still operating on '
the assumption of --sex and race.
One of the real problems is that we
have built a system based on
intelligence and we are too foolish
; to understand how it works." In
order to create a change in our
.
.current " stagnant
.
- government
system, new citizens must prepare
.
to participate in politics at its
weakest point. "America has to"
' teach people to serve people. The --
revolution will occur through a
cycle, according to Bevel: "A cycle
of studying, working, teaching and --
resting. . -
.
:. --
.'"
-- -
Old Dominion University (ODU),
with a 98 percent white enrollment
was founded a few years before
Norfolk State College, with, a 98
percent . Black enrollment. Both
are public .... , .
--
. ODU has twice - as many
students, 48 buildings and
receives almost twice as much
funding as Norfolk. Norfolk has 16
buildings. More importantly the
predominantly white university is
considered academically superior. ,
While 70 percent of ODUs faculty
have Ph. D's, only 42 percent of
Norfolk's have higher, degrees.
ODU boasts 69 BA programs, 33
MA. - programs and 3 PhD
programs. Norfolk has 40 BA's, 5
MA's, and no Ph.D programs.
ODU requires applicants to be
in the top-5- 0 percent of their
graduating class and score above a
certain level on entrance exams.
Norfolk students need only a high
school diplma to enter.' Norfolk
administrators believe entrance
test scores have nothing to do with
academic performance.' -- '
The most conclusive evidence
of segregation is the fact that
students from ODU and Norfolk
-- come from the same geographical
area. Why then do the white
students go to ODU and Black
students to Norfolk? 1
Accepted state programs call
for the promotion of integration by
ending program duplication,
increasing the number of Black
professors on faculties - and
governing boards and strengthen-
ing Black colleges with financial
support and new academic
programs to attract whites.
Aid
acreage - expansion has been
pared down to 48,000 acres. The
legislation authorized $359 million
to acquire the land,, with
rehabilitation dollars ranging from
$15 million (House version) to $33
million (Senate version).
.. Loggers were mollified with
provisions in the bfll for significant
job ' replacement and income
protection provisions for hose
who lce their jobs because of the
acquisition.
.; . .
Special programs : to tram
affected workers and find them
new employment -- will be
established by the Interior and
Labor Departments . ; -- v
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Is Nuclear
THE ECSTASY OF "THE
LONG DISTANCE LEFTIST
by Karl Stevens . .:' '
(CPS)-"The- re are going to be
catastrophes: oil rationing, food
shortages. 1 feel fairly confident
that there is going to be a major
nuclear power accident."
, "I'm sorry to have to say that,"
he adds, . relaxing into the
foamrubber recesses
. of the
armchair.
-- m- .
. . .
.:DUo ;Vi6ws Expressedpublished pamphlet, Supplying ; ,Repression, is not gratuitous
harbinger of doom. Currently a
member of the institute for Policy
Studies --the - leftist , thinktank
located in DC-- he is one of those
meticulous researchers who for
years have supplied the factual
warp and woof beneath the new
left rhetoric.
. ,
.
-- 1 don't think we can grasp what
an atomic bomb really means,"
says Klare, likening the conceptual
... difficulty to that of black holes or
- infinite space. He is sitting, sipping
coffee, in the University Club at
- Boulder, Colorado - the final stop :
on his tour of college campuses.
."Rifles and machine guns are
easier to understand than a Mark
12 or a M X missle." - .'
- This gargantuan "complexity, : .
contends Klare, has resulted in
tacit acceptance of current .
nuclear policy, particularly- - the
vogueish philosophy of limited
nuclear war.
"US power in the world after
Vietnam declined enormously. We "
simply can't afford to regain our
.military lead, so the defense'
NTACT LENS WEARERS.
V - z
Save on brand name hard and
: ns supplies. Send for free S
illustrated catalog. : i
Contact Lens --Ws
Box 7453 .
.
'..
Phoenix, Arizona 85011 ::
Catastrophe
planners have adopted strategies
depending on intimidation,
gunboat diplomacy and the
expansion of nuclear weapons and
counterforce weapons which
allow us to retain the illusion of
paramountcy."
"The whole idea of limited
nuclear war is to .increase the
insecurities and fear of the Kremlin
so that in dipbrnatic crises, we can
The Middle Eait-Tw- o
Perspectives
by Amy Kerka ' -
At 8: p.m. on the evenings of
Aprf 18th and 25th in Babcock
Hall, two guest speakers will
present differing views of"" the
current Middle East situation.
On April 18th. Joanne
McKenna will present "An Arab-America- n
Perspective of the
Middle East Conflict". Spokes-
person for the Arab community in
Cleveland, Mrs.'- - McKenna is
active in Middle Eastern-oriente- d
organizations. She is currently
president of the Greater
Cleveland Association of Arab
Americans and vice president of
.
the National Association of Arab
Americans. She has met with top
Arab government officials,
including Syrian President Hafez
; y &
Firesides--
' ne Student Faculty Relations
Committee, an ad hoc committee
of SGA chaired by Deb Buettner,
has organized a fireside chat
program with the cooperation of
the college faculty and
'administration. This program
provides students and faculty and .
administration members with the
opportunity to interact on an '
informal level Following is a list of
facultyadministration host
hostesses with those still having
invitations open to students
indicated , '
"April 14 Alfred Hall
Psychology
.
v 16 'Howard Strauch
. Director of Devel-
opment (dessert)
20 Pat Markunas
- Psychology . C. '
..
20 SaDy Patton
Kim Goldey Devel
- ment-Publi- c
' 'Relations '
- 25 Jim Heisler
Economics ,
27- - Dwight Moore
Associate Dean of
Students
Imminent?
threaten them into retreat."
Klare, an avowed disarmament
advocate, questions the wisdom of
using the Neutron bomb, Cruise
missle, killer lasers. HIT warheads.
M-X- s, MIRVs and MARVs as
weapons of diplomatic fear. Isn't it
possible, he asks, that we could
scare the Soviets right into
launching a nuclear attack?
AlAssad, and PLO Chairman
Yasser Arafat.
On the evening of April 25th,
Gerald Honigman, Community
Consultant for the Anti-Defamati- on
League of B'nai B'rith
in Columbus, wDl present the
current : Israeli view of the
situation. Mr. Honigman is a
.
specialist in the history and politics
of the Middle East, and since 1974
has been associated with ADL's
National Research and Evaluation
Department. He has also written
extensively on a variety.of Middle
Eastern-relate- d themes.
Plan to attend both of these
events. They should provide one
with the unique opportunity to see
where the differences-a- nd areas
of agreement-l- ie between two
conflicting groups.
, ju have that special
.ition in mind start saving '
' it today. If you don't have
:.tething special in mind,
rve anyways and we're
:re youll find somthing
er on.
First 07 Federal
1812 Cleveland Road
1 264-78- 12
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Aid Communication
May 3 Mary Moynihan
- Sociology
5 Marcus Pohlmanh --
" -- ' Political Science
' (dinner)
7 Fred Cropp Geology- -
Assistant to
President
v (dessert)
8 Henry Copeland
..'
' President '
11 ' Nancy Orr Assistant
Dean of Students
14 Jim Rea Speech
(dinner)
18 Scott Weingart
,
'
.
Alumni-Admission- s
Coordinator
,
" (dessert)
22 Vivian Holliday Dean
of Faculty
'78-7- 9 RA.'s Chosen
The following men and "women
have been accepted as Resident
Assistants for the 1978-7- 9
.
academic year:
MEN
Keith Allen
Dave Betz
Jim Beumler
Benny Buckworth
AhSendChoo
Steve Crawford
Sam Dixon
DaveGilliss
Bruce Gray
Greg Hammond
Dave Harmon
Jay Keller
Tim Kerr
LCB EVENTS
Brion King
Dan Kirkpatrick
Graham Newson
John Peterson
Joe Rapport .
Jeff Rice
John Rosenbluth
Dave Sanders
Steve Southworth
Sam Steimel
Pat Sweeny
Dale Swift
John Tatakis
Daryl Ward
Jim Zuberbuhler
April 19 - "Weaver's Workshop" (6:30-9.3- 0 pm) In Lowry Center Main
Lounge. Cost is only $4.00 phis materials
April 20 "California Suite" (6:45 om) Persons will Wave Lowrv Canter
..,. , at 6:45 for Hanna Theatre in Cleveland for the play. Cost is oniy
$11.00 for ticket and bus ride.
April 20 - "Open Forum: Semester Calendar Discussion" (7:30 pm)
Voice, your opinions and questions concerning the semester
system. In Lowry Center Pit.
April 23 - "Day Sailing" (12:30 pm) Enjoy a day in the out-of-doo- rs
sailing! Leave every Sunday at 12:30 for Pleasant HiD. Cost is
only $1.50 for each trip.
April 24 - "Creation vs. Evolution" (8:15 pm) Open debate in Mateer
Auditorium,
Kl tl Ctttt
262-816- 6
22 Don Wise Biology
25 Ken Plusquellec Deanj., of Students (dinner)
Students still interested in
attending one of the chats should
contact Deb Buettner or Barb
Blair by Wednesday, April 19.
According to Buettner, this
program is in the process of being
expanded to a dorm program in
which faculty and administration
will come to speak with small ,
groups of students in dorms. Plans
also include- - a tentative faculty-stude- nt
picnic and Softball game.
The Student-Facult- y Relations
Committee would wlecome any
ideas to improve communication
- among students and between
faculty and administration
members and students
WOMEN
Carolyn Crawford
Bobbi Douglas
Amy Havener
Adrian ne Jackson
Karen Kitt
Barb McBride
GayneD McGary
Amy McMahon
Jennifer Reed
Peggy Shave
Debbie Schwinn
Carol Skowron
Judy Simmons
Lisa Stedman
Chris Stoner
Lucille Teichert
Robin Tyler
Cindy Weiler
I I
Order Tuesday 9-10:- 30 and OATS
Will Deliver to Your Room
HOURS
..Sunday - 1pm - 10:30pm . .
Monday - Thursday - 10:30-10:3- 0
. Friday & Saturday - 10:30-- 1 am
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Rubin to Reflect in 60's
continued from page 1 '
to the . individual ' self-growt- h
search of the 1970s as people got
in touch with their egos and male
chauvinism. He sees a new kind of
activism coming that combines
politics and spirituality. He
Symposium
continued from page 1
philosophy of science and the
social sciences, in such books as
Forces and Fields, Models and
Analogies, and her most recent --
work, The Structure of
Scientific Inference.
"Human Action' and .-Acti- on-Explanations",
the final lecture of
the symposium, will be given by
John Compton at 1:15 p.m.
Store Hours: Mon.-Tue.-Thur.-S- at. 9:30-5:3- 0
Wednesday 9:30-12:0- 0 - Friday 9:30-9:0- 0
GAMP LOCKERS
Brass-plate-d
hardware
Leather handles
.merican
.-h-
.es
.Tip,
Men's
Store
.
lectures on college campuses to
counter political indifference and
apathy. Rubin is writing a book on.
male sexuality and a book on his
experience in the 1960's.
While at Wooster, Jerry Rubin
will present a major address
Slated
tomorrow. Compton is Professor
of Philosophy at VanderbOt
University. The response will be
conducted by John E. Keen of the
Psychology Department of
Buc knell University. Compton, a
Wooster graduate, is one of the
most distinguised teachers- - 07philosophy in the United States
.
His special interest is in the
philosophy of science.
MLIE
Reg. 27.50
vVoodbox construction
made lockers. Size 31 X 17" X 12VW(ASS cubic
of packaoSity. The ideal choice for extra space, both for
travel or college.- -
-
It Pays to Buy. Quality
Ihternat'1
continued from 6 " '
ways. From the hard and
immovable Libya, to the flexible
and docile Saudi Arabia.
- Palestinians: They do . not
recognize the : legality of the
existence of the State of IsraeL --
They "demand"' the return of the'
land of their fathers to them, which
was occupied from Israelites when
- they instituted the State of Israel
and they pursued the Palestinians.
LLS.A.: Recently hs position;
; towards the Palestinians changed.
During the Kissinger's era U.S.A
did not wish to know anything';
about . them; Now, President
Carter has. declared that the
Palestinian people should some
time "acquire a homeland," and
the State Department announced
that it considered the presence of
the Palestinian people in the Peace
Conference of Geneva indispens-
able. ' . :. - '- -- . -- '
Activism
Monday April 17th at 8:15 p.m. in
McGaw on "Growing (Up) at 37"
which is taken from his book. After
the lecture there will be a Fit Shop
in Lowry Center with refresh-
ments. On Tuesday; Rubin Will
speak on '605 activism in seveal of
the morning classes before leaving
our campus. The Lowry Center
Board's Speaker's and Topics
Committee urges all students to
take advantage of the opportunity
to hear this outspoken personality
Athlete Jackson to Appear Here
continued from page 1
and her world outdoor 880 record, '
set jn Philadelphia, in 1971. is still,
been' involved in social services at
the Salvation Army's Huff Mult-
ipurpose Center in Cleveland
Now
19.90
Heavy guage
vinyl covering
Tongue and
f'oove dust-:ro- of
closures
--
'rotecto metal
orners
Floor
Newspaper Is Vital
The International Herald
Tribune, Europe's one truly
"international" paper was founded
in Paris in 1887 by James Gordon,
- Bennett, the son of the New York
Herald's publisher. At that time it
'was mainly a social papercarrying
; stories "on society news, yachts,
and the like. It did not succeed
. because of its news coverage but
.
rather because it made many m-.- v
innovations in the technical realms
of the European newspaper world.
It introduced both the linotype
machine and photoengraving to
the European press. It also was the
- first European paper to carry
comic strips. 1
; The paper made it through
World War I successfully, it was
the only paper published in Paris
throughout the entire war. It didn't
fare quite so well in World War 0
but managed to survive. .
In 1966, after numerous upsand
downs, the paper fell under joint :
ownership of the Washington Post
and the New York Times. It was at
this time that the International
Herald Tribune began to make a
name for itself. -
The paper draws eighty percent
of its stories from the Post and the
Times and this allows it to maintain
a small staff, of forty five. The rest
of its material comes from the
wires of the Associated Press,
United Press International,
Agence France-Press- e and AP
Dow Jones.
where she is program developer
and outreach worker. She is active ;
in 'counseling and L spiritual,
guidance and she also supervises a
recreation program at the Center.
Ms. Jackson is also a "national
Actors to Visit
continued from page 4
the snowea-ou- t career Day 1978
Since that time, John Yankello
.
worked out arrangements to host
the Suttons for this Spring
Quarter seminar. Amy and J.D.
have expressed great enthusiasm
towards their coming presenta-
tion. .
PERRY
OPTICAL
TO SEE BETTER...
SEE PERRY OPTICAL
CTO
COMPLETE NEW GLASSES
r NEW FRAMES
- NEW LENSES
V PRESCRIPTION
SUNGLASSES
LENSES DUPUCATED
PROMPT REPAIRS
SENSIBLE PRICES
all
1 PRESCRIPTIONS
FILLED
333 EAST LIBERTY
2S4-23- 44 '
The paper's current editor,
Murray Weiss, attributes its
success in 108 countries to the fact
. that it is truly "international". The
paper does not run any local
stories because there are no local
stories that would be of any
general interest to all its readers.
Another factor that has worked to
its advantage are the Americanjournalistic techniques it uses. .
News analysis is not combined
with reporting but is instead
confined to the editorial pages.
The International Herald '
Tribune sells best when it is
available by breakfast time, In
order to insure that this is possible '
the Tribune has perfected a
technique that allows the paper to '
be written and edited in Paris and
then transmitted to London so
that it can be printed in both cities
simultaneously. A similar
operation was set up in Zurich.
.
The paper appears to be a
perfect mixture of American style
reporting and world news that
makes it appeal to an international
Community of both English and
non-Englis- h speaking people. "
To all who made Soup and
Bread possible: Thank you-fo- r
your support! There were 64
people more than the minimum
number needed to keep the
program alive. Your commitment
provides 414 starving people with
basic food and education
necessary for life.'
speaker" for the Fellowship of
Christian Athletes, as well as a
member 6f the board of ClevelandChapter, the Ohio Chapter, and
the National Board of Trustees.
She also travels extensively --
around the country singing and
communicating her Christian
experience. ,
$ Treasurer $
A ' Treasurer ' for " Campus
Council is needed for next year. It
.
is a salaried position which
involves the funding of all campus
organizations. The Treasurer is
responsible for keeping records,
budgeting, some student pay, and
working with the treasurers of
student organizations. Any
' interested student is encouraged
to apply. Please contact Carol
Skowron, Box 2744.
Flair Travel
Consultants;
348 E. BOWMAN ST.
Goingto Europe this
summer? It's not
too soon to start
planning!
CALL
264-650- 5
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Wooster FightmgScbtsSplit Double Header
- by Cindy Braham .
The College of 7 Wooster
baseball team split a double- -
- header Saturday, ; with visiting
Heidelberg CoDege, winning the
opener 5--0, but losing the nightcap
4--2.
..
:Zz.i-':y-:.::- .
Both teams remained scoreless
' for the first four innings in the
.
--opener, until Heidelberg's : t'at
- Singleton walked Russ Crawford
. and Dave King. Crawford was
thrown out stealing, but singles by
Bill Colvin and Harry Eberts (RBI),
. a fielder's choice by Bob Zielinski
and two H-bur- g errors, gave the
- Scots three in the fifth. . .
. The Scots scored once more in
the sixth, after Nelson Clover
walked, a fielder's choice on Tim
Basilpne's grounder and another
Heidelburg error.. .- -
The Student Princes had men
on base several : times, but the
Scots backed Crawford up and
ended two rallies with double plays'
in the fourth and fifth.. ;
-
"Russ pitched a fine game," said
Coach Bob Morgan, "and our kids
did a good job defensively. , '
... Crawford, now 5--0, struck out
two, walked two, and gave up fomu-hits- ,.
while Singleton struck out --
two, walked four and allowed two
earned runs on seven hits. !
It looked like righthander Mike
Gmmont was going to pitch his
Team is Still Hopeful
"') Brenda E. Luger ;
The Women's Varsity Lacrosse
- team opened their season April 5;'
with a loss to Kenyon by a score of
10-- 2. The two Wooster goals in the
. game .were made by Ellen Hicks
and Jenny Harland, while goalie.
K.C. Clark finished the game with
.
10 saves. ' - ." v- -v .
- The team . then traveled to
- Bowling, Green on April 8, to face
their second loss in two outings by
a score of 13 3, but coach Kathy
Moore-says- , fThere was a great
improvement in the team's total
. performance between
. the two
games. Ms. Moore feels that, "The
passing improved a lot between
the two games. Bowling Green is a
better team than Kenyon, but we
controlled them ' better." Ellen
- Hicks scored two in the Bowling
Green game, while the third goal
came from - the lone varsity
returnee on the team, Mary Ann
Brown. Clark came up with 18
. saves against B. G. , '
' The fact that the team is so
young is one of - the major
- problems for the Scot ties. All but
one player, Brown, is a first year
player, but Moore believes that the
young team will develop as the:
" 'season goes on. -
.
'
-
...
--
.
There was also a lack ofpractice
time due to the weather which'
effected the team's performances .
The players had very little time to
: scrimage; before their first game.
; The pre season trip to Florida was
' extremely productive for those.
. girls who were on the trip, but '
unfortunately, the --entire team did
not travel.
.
- ;
Injuries
.
are plaguing the .
Smithvillo Inn
, 109 West Main 5
SmithviHe
.
:
'
"Where Chicksn Is King"
third no-hitt- er in the night cap, but
with only four outs left, Heidelburg
rallied with four consecutive hits
r , 1
.
--
-j .
Wooster second baseman
' byJknWUkins -
Mount Union won its third OAC
track title of 1978 and the Wooster
Scotties as well. Lisa Seward is
sidelined at the moment, as is
Kathy' 1 Seaman, who Moore
! describes as having the potential
to be one of the team's leading '
.
scorers.
. .
-
'
:-
-"
'
'
, .
--
.
'
Despite aD this though, Ms.
Moore is optimistic about the
; season. . The team : has three
.assistant coaches who are doing a
lot to help in developing the team's r
skills. Moore says, "We are really a
. team this year. We are much
tighter and much more together
than before. , Even though it
doesn't look very good, toward the ,
'middle of the season the team
should be really good." '"
.
The women will be travelling to
: Sauk Valley Farm, Michigan this
weekend for a series of clinics and
scrimages, and then they return to
face Kenyon again on April 20 in
.
'
' 'Gambier. ... -- :
tee
that brought in three. Freshman
Bob McFadden relieved Gnimont
and walked the first two batters to
""""
' --?r-"'4 - - - -"--
-
..'--
- : --. . ' i--t
Bill Colvin takes a cut in Wednesday's win over Kenyon.
Finish 9th in OAC
trackmen fulfilled coach Jim
Bean's pessimistic prediction by
finishing a distant ninth in the
OAC Relays Saturday on
Wooster 's Carl B. Munson track.
Mount Union's 95 points easily
outdistanced second place.
Otter be in, which finished with 62
13. Mount had previously won
rboth the OAC indoor relays and .
indoor championship. -
Ohio Wesley an was third with
58 points, followed by Baldwin-Wallac- e
(57), Ohio Northern),
Capital (34), Wittenberg and
Denison (22), Wooster (17 13),
Muskingum (16 13), Marietta (8), V
Oberlin and Kenyon (2), and
Heidelberg (0). -
Wooster succeeded in placing injust six of the fourteen events. "I --
wasn't anticipating anything
spectacular," Bean admitted "We
still have a lot of work to do."
The best finishes Wooster could
muster were thirds in the discus
relay and distance medley relay.
The ; discus 'relay squad - of
sophomores Todd Lamb, and
Blake Moore and junior Don
764 Pittsburgh
' Avenue . " - '
- "The Pizza with the Big Secret!
, Made to Order - Cheese, Pepperoni, Sausage,
Mushrooms. Anchovies, Peppers. Onions -
Unbaked pizza to go
Also Serving Italian - American Foods
WELCOME TO WOOSTER!
Come See Us: : 5 " z
Weekdays-5p- . m.-l- a. m. r
Frt Sat --5p.m. --2a. m. . r-:- ..Sunday Carry-Ou-t Only 5-1- 2, Closed Tues.
face him, platting the SPs final
run. ; . .. .
McFadden kayed the H-bur- g
Bordine broke the school record
with combined distance of 388 feet
1 inch. - "
The distance medley of
freshman John Metz, sophomore
Jeff Kirk, junior Jeremy Dahl and
senior Bill Reedy put together a
time of 10:3336 to edge Otterbein
by one hundredth of a second. '
The high jump relay finished in
three way tie for sixth place, with
sophomore Don Austin's 6--2 leap
the best effort for the Scots. The
long jump relay of freshmen Tim
Jackson and Brian Kelly,
line-u- p in the seventh but the
Scots could "not close the 4-- 2
margin. Wooster'i runs came in
the first ' when Mike Treadway
doubled and brought in Jim
Herold (stole second) on base with
a single, and the fourth on a walk
to Clover, a throwing error and
dual sacrifices by Tim Kelly and
Tim Basilone.
. Girimont got the loss, with four
strikeouts, four walks, four earned
runs and four hits, dropping his
record to 3--1 . McF adden went one
and one-thir- d innings, walked two, .
struck out two and allowed no hits
or runs. - .
Chris Reichert, a first-tear- ri
All OAC selection last year,
received the win. Reichert kayed
four and walked six, while allowing
one earned run and four hits.
"Mike pitched a good game,"
Morgan said, "We just didn't hit
the baD like we should have. It's
just one
.
of those things that
happens."
The Scots are 17--4 overall, and
their OAC mark stands at 2-2- .
They play a twinbill Saturday at
Ohio Northern and return home
Tuesday to go one with Oberlin.
Relays
sophomore Ron Austin a finished
fifth with a total distance of 60' 1 1
34."
Wooster's 440 yard relay team
of Senior Slick Wimberly, junior
Steve Crawford and freshmen
Brian ' Kelly and Tim Jackson
placed sixth in 4436. On the
strenqth of senior Brian Volz's fine
anchor leg' in the mile relay the
Scots pulled to a fifth place finish.
"I think we learned where we're
strong and where we're weak,"
Bean said. "We're gonna have to
; work to accomplish what we want
to accomplish.
Store Hours: Mon. thru Thur. 9:30 to 5:30
Friday and Saturday Nights Till 9
complete stocks
of
Men's & Women's
Clothing
and
Furnishings
Including cotton denim flares with button front
or zipper styles.
Good Merchandise
Our Business and Pleasure Since 1879
Public Square, Wooster, Ohio
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B31 Taylor's special touch in the
rough hobby blacksmithing.
Softball
by Deb Berg
Throughout the past several
years, there has been a group of
diehard soft ball players on campus
.-
- and not on of the belongs to a
section! Possibly due to the fact
that the members are all women.
The Scotties soft ball squad still
maintains "dub" status, though
that will hopefully be upgraded to
varsity sometime in the near
future.
The years have been difficult as
these women, often coached by
well-intention-
ed students, have
had to continually face legitimate
varsity teams in order to develop a
decent schedule.
The enthusiasm for the sport
has never lagged, in fact, to talk to
some of the team members this
year, one would think that they
had been offered the chance to
play in Shea Stadium free of rent.
Their joy stems from the fact
that their new coach this" year
appears capable of adding his own
enthusiasm, knowledge and
stability to the program.
Chico Martinez, a Wooster
graduate, may be remembered by
some area residents for his
WORLD-WID- E
TRAVEL
SERVICE
TAKES YOU I
I
v
training room contrasts with his
-
Emerges
baseball and soccer achievements
while attending Q.O.W. A former
baseball coach at West Holmes
High School, Chico appears to be
a believer in defensive basics.
With the coach stressing fielding
fundamentals, the Scotties should
,
have quite a strong infield. The
line-u-p at the present appears to
continued on page 11
Scot Laxmen Fall to D.V.
by Paul H. Degener
The College of Wooster Men's
Lacrosse team faced its toughest
opponent, so far, last Saturday
and come away with its toughest
defeat...so far. Denison played a
running game that eventually ran
right over the Scots and when the
dust cleared the score was 22-- 7.
The finest performances of the
day were turned in by Denison's
Ron Zillig and Bob Lengsfield, both
of them having five goals and one
assist. Following them in
Denison's scoring summary is a
familiar name to Wooster
Lacrosse fans: Baxter.' David
Baxter, younger .brother of
Wooster Attackman Scott Baxter,
is a freshman at Denison, and he
turned in a stellar performance
scoring three goals and assisting
pn four others.
OF
The fundamental idea of good ia that it consists in preserving life, infavoring it, in wanting to bring it to its highest value; and evil consists indestroying life, doing it injury, hindering its development.
.
' - ' ABORTION
The fact that a fetus depend on the
Athletes id Good In
V.;' Jeff Kirk "
' College of Wooster trainer, Bill
Taylor, lives a life of contrast. He
spends his working day amidst
the, sterile, modern surroundings
of the training ' room and the
Student Health Center but leaves
modernity behind when the work
day ends jTaylor calls a converted
horse barn home and practices old
fashioned blacksmithing as a
hobby.
,
v v
Taylor's working attire reflects
his paradoxical life-styl- e.' His
sterile white doctor's top contrasts
with his khaki work pants and --
earth-tone shoes in much the
same way his profession contrasts
with his homelife.
Dealing with athletic injuries
requires a constant monitoring of --
medical advances. Taylor must be
familiar with innovations . in
THIS WEEK'S SCOT AND
AND SCOTOE SPORT ACTION
ASEBALL vs. Ohio Northern (2) away Sat., Apr. 15; vs. Oberfin at
-- me Tues., Apr. 18 3 p.m. -- '",-'
''.EN'S TENNIS vs. Muskingum away SAt., Apr. 15; vs. Baldwin-.'.'allac- e
away Tues., Apr. 18. , "
ElvrS LACROSSE vs. Cleveland Lacrosse Club away Sat., Apr. 15; vs.
.iio Wesleyan away Wed, Apr. 19. - --
;OLF hosting Dale Beckler Invitational Fri. and Sat, Apr. 14 and 15.
.".ACK at Ohio Great Lakes Colleges Association meet at Ohio
Vsleyan Sat., Apr. 15. .- - s
'. OMEN'S TENNIS vs. Akron away Sat., Apr. 15; vs. Muskingum away
.es., Apr. 18; vs. Kenyon at home Thurs., Apr. 20, 2:30 p.m.
, OMEN'S LACROSSE at Sauk Valley Farm Sat., Apr. 15; vs. Kenyon
..viy Thurs., Apr. 20. .
WOMEN'S SOFTBALL vs. Miami (2) away Sat., Apr. 15; vs. Kent away
urs., Apr. 20.
Scot Golfers Improve at Ashland
by Dave Koppenhaver
The young College of Wooster
golf team, learning quickly from
their opening season mistakes,
turned in a solid performance this
For Wooster, Senior John
Steenburg produced his game
high this season of four goals. He
was followed by Freshman George
Muller, Junior Scott Baxter and
Senior Ned Thompson, who each
scored one goal, with Thompson
assisting on two and Muller on
one.
So far the young Scot Lacrosse
season has given coach Art
Marangi a chance to test the
Freshmen he has recruited. The
evidence at this point has come
back positive, that he has found
players that can fill the gaps left by
last year's Senior AD Stars Rob
Rutan, Dave Luken and Bob Dyer.
At attack he has found an able
athlete in George Muller,; from
Elemont, New York. He has, as
of the last game (4) scored eight
continued on page 11. . . ,
WISDOM SPEAK
FACTS " Dr. Albert Schweitzer
placenta for fife and rmt umihiIndependently doesn't nullify its existence as a human being.
A diabetic is wholly dependent on msuluv but that doesn t make him less
Thuman. bnu.JNui.u. m n
St. Luke's Women's Hospital, New York
Anyone who performs a therapeutic abortion is either ignorant of
modern medical methods or is unwilling to take time to use them.
R. J. Hefferman, M.O.
Tufts University, Boston
'. United States House of Representatives
WAYNE COUNTY RIGHT -T-O-LIFE
.Box 835. Wooster, Ohio 264-528- 9 '
- or caB . sx '
EMPAC Emergency Pregnancy Aid 1-419-- 1372 .
FREE Pregnancy HOTLINE 1-800-34- 4-7211
treatment and equipment. 1 am
; currently going through threejournals and 1 keep up with the
new books.-Th- e Cleveland Clinic
also holds a Sports Medicine
Clinic that I've been to the last four
years. They usually have some of
the latest up-to-da- te info not yet in
: print," says Taylor
'.' Taylor", works froml-- 3 p.m. "n
Hygeia and then works in the PEC;
' repairing athletes ' until dinner
time. In addition to this schedule,
Taylor must attend to many of the
teams during games. go to all the
home and away 'football games
and all the home basketball games.
. Ill also go to a lot of important
tournament games in other sports
where they want more coverage,"
'he says:
-
Although working in a trainer's --
capacity, Taylor js not a certified
weekend at the Ashland
Invitational. Though their 72 hole
best-fiv-e --out-of-six score 811 was
. not spectacular, it did better the
Scots fifth place finish of a year
ago by two places.
Finishing ahead of Wooster in
the college division were Slippery
Rock, 776, and Akron, 810.
Ashland and Youngstown were
two strokes back. AD but Akron
will be at Wooster for the Dale
Beckler Invitational Friday and
Saturday, April 14 and 15.
AD-Americ- an senior Greg Nye
again led Wooster and everyone
else in the college division for that
matter. His 75, 75, two-da- y total
150, tied him for first place, and he
won the sudden death on the first
hole with a birdie.
That was the third time in two
days he birdied that hole," coach
Bob Nye said. That score of-15- 0
was pretty good. He's already
quite a ways ahead of last year's
pace". If he keeps it up he could
have a great season."
- Greg was followed by freshman'
Scott Eisentrout's 79, 85-16- 4,
senior Spencer Botzum's 80, 86-16- 6,
and sophomore Jack Kco-- s
84, 83-16- 7. Freshman Dan Iceman
recorded a 90, 80-17- 0, and
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trainer. "I started in physical
'therapy and took up athletic
training as a sideline," continues
Taylor.. Taylor recently took his
certification test. It will help the
College attract interested student
trainers if I am certified. It looks
uui icwiu u yuu iidve
studied under a certified trainer,"
he says. : ,
.
v
layior spends ms non-workin- g
r hours in an - atmncnhoro fr- -
1 He fives in north Wooster in a 100--iiiiuU l i
"Through the years the wood
panels shrunk with the grain- -.
making large cracks between
me uudras. i naa to cover these
with- - wood strips. The . main
structure is really good though,"
Taylor says. The remodeling is a
continuing process and Taylor is
currently working on another
addition to the house. -
complementing nis carpentry
skills is Taylor's hobby,
-- blacksmithing. "I built a
blacksmith shop about five or six
; years ago. It has no electricity. I
likeito keep things rustic " Tavlor
.
adds. Taylor admits he's still an
amateur; but he has turned out
hinges and lamps and other odds
and ends to help with the house
remodeling.
Watching him work in the ultra-
modern training room, it's hard to
' imagine Taylor forging a hinge in
his blacksmith shop and yet, those
work pants and shoes betray his
free-tim- e pursuits. One can only
.hope that his blacksmith's
aggressive touch stays in the shop
ana out ot the training room.
sophomore Andy Stewart an 84,
92-17- 6.
. ... .
. The team as a whole played
much better as a team this time,"
Nye said. "In fact the second day
we were doing very, very well for
the first nine holes. We were
averaging under 40 for, aO six
players at the turn. We wouldn't
have caught Slippery Rock but we
certainly were headed for a good
day." ' -
.
Unfortunately, nerves and
inexperienced mistakes,
misinterpreting a few rules, cost
the Scots several strokes. Sfill a
third place of six is vast
improvement on 23rd of 26.
"I felt good and I told the team,"
said Nye. "I was pleased with what
I saw and what the team tried to
do. They played the course the
way we scouted it and looked very
confident most of the time. We '
began to get some birdies for a
change." r ' - v '. ' '
The team also adjusted to
weather .difficulties much better
than before. The first day they had ,
to contend with high winds in
warm weather. Saturday found
the weather cold and the tees
moved --back anywhere from 30 to
cont. on pq. 11
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Scottie Tennis Opens,With Two Shutouts
The Woostef Scotties tennis
team has broken fast from the gate
this season with two consecutive
9--0 victories over Hiram and
Malone. v r
' Blessed with great' depth this
year, coach Doc Sexton's biggest
problem so far has been trying to
figure out the line up. After much
deliberation she settled on an
arrangement which feature1 no
"automatic" number one players,
but likewise, no weaknesses..
Junior Ann Geary was strongly
challenged by four teammates for
the number one singles spot where
she played for the past two years.
So far, it looks as though Doc
made the right decision as Ann has
already racked up two victories
against Hiram's Sue Wightman (6-- 0,
6-2-). '
- Cleary's primary challenger for
the 1 spot is fellow junior Pam
Hampton. Pam, who has steadily
Softball team
Enthusiastic;
continued from page 10
be returning catcher Lisa Stedman
behind the plate again, senior Pat
Horth or freshman Valencia Garlic
at 2nd base, Kim Fischer (sr.)
plugging up shortstop with
defensive ability that would make
Larvell Blanks blush, and. frosh
Amy Hoffman coming up firing at
' 3rd. -
' The outfield is . likewise
uncertain, but the front runners
are Mary Jane Keyes in left field.
Rose ; Mickley at rover, Mary
. Levine in center, and Karen
Weisel in right. Other contenders
- for positions are; Pat Carpenter,
Julie Holop.Sandy Cooper and
' '
"Oeen Able. -
- The Scottie's weak point so far
appears to be pitching. Even
though Wooster plays slow-pitc- h,
the need for more than one good
arm arises when you play double
headers as the Scotties are
scheduled to do four times this
season. After two-yea- r "reliable"
Trish Wilkinson, Martinez doesn't
have any proven arms, though
. Horth, Cooper and Buda all have
been getting some time at the
position. If such a move works out,
Wilkinson, an excellent all-arou- nd
player, hopes to spend time at
. some other positions.
Though none of the Scotties are
consistent long-ba-ll threats, they
can make contact, and with their
improved base-runnin- g skills, they
should be able to score some runs.
So..jf the defense does its part,
there could be some exciting
Softball games played out at
Freedlander's Park. .
Lacrosse Team
continued from page 10
goals and assisted on five of them..
Along side George in the-Freshme- n
scoring is midfielder
- John PizzareOL John has scored
eight goals also and has six assists.
Contributing at the other end of
the field is another Freshman,
Defenseman Ron DeCurzio, who
was injured for the Denison game.'
Ron has secured Margoni's
defense and lias developed the
- technique of being in the Cage as
often as Goalie Dave "Cobra- -
' "
-
:Scott.
Grace's Wine
Shoppe
248 W. North Street
262-586- 6
improved over the past two years,
is once again playing 2 singles and
has been --mowing down her
competition, having only lost one
game in two matches. Hampton
aced Laurie Schreck of Hiram, (6--0,
6-0-), and Darla Haymans of
Malone, (frO, 6-1-). ;
The next three singles positions
are held by a group of talented
freshmen: Nina Gordon, Audi
Wynn and Loraine Wilder. AD
three have similar baseline styles,
though they are beginning to
experiment with the net game. :
Men's Tennis Team
by Michael FlanneUy
The Scot tennis team split two
- matches in the past week as they
were drubbed by OAC
powerhouse
,
Kenyon but then "
squeaked by Capital University.
The netmen's record now stands
at 2-- 1.
1
Freshman Todd Drennan ha
give the Scots a solid doubles
The Scots proved to be little
trouble '.: to last year's OAC.
runnerup Kenyon squad. - The
match, forced inside by inclement
weather, started off with doubles
play.
.
The doubles combos of Carl
-- ShaefferCraig Degener, . Paul
WarcDawTodd Drennan, and
Mike FlanneOyAI Lave all fell
victim to Kenyon in straight sets.
Singles pjay provided little relief
for the Scots. The last five singles
players - Andy Levinson, Bruce
ABORTION Up thru 14 Weeks
Safe and Gentle
SJ Clinic
'Wynn, playing a tremendously
steady fourth singles, has lost a
total of four games in a combined
"
tally of singles and doubles
matched. Audi has defeated
Hiram's Lisa- - Gervelis and
Malone's Barb Fridline by
identical (6-1- , 6-0-) scores.
Wilder, playing 5th singles, has a
(6-3-, 6-3-) win over Cindy Lam of
Hiram to her credit, along with a
tough (3--6, 7-- 7, 6--4) victory against
Malone's Kathy McBee.
Senior Fran Kielbowicz,
remembered "by many for her
McLain, FlanneUy. Shaeffer, and
Lave - were all handled with
relative ease.
The lone bright spot for the
Scots was the singles play of top
man Paul Wardlaw. Wardlaw
captured the first set off Chris
Vandenberg, a top OAC player for
teamed up with Paul Wardlaw to
tandem.
the past two seasons. Unfortun-- -
ately . for Paul, the match was
stopped due to lack of court time
at the indoor facility.
The Scots rebounded from their
8--0 defeat to win a heart-stoppin- g
match from Capital The Scots
won 5--4 as they won four singles
matches.
The Scots' new ' doubles,
tandems of McLainLevison and.
Mike CaprezChris Neflson feD to ,
the more experienced Capital
Free Pregnancy Tests and
Sympathetic Counseling
Lowest Fees
Personalized and Confidential
AKRON WOMEN'S CUNIC
613 W. Market St.
Call Collect 0-536-6- 178
runner-u- p finish in the - State
Tournament at 3rd singles two
years ago, occupies the final
singles position. Fran has had a
fairly easy time of it so far,
defeating Lisa Lathe (Hiram) (6-1- ,
6-- 2) and Theresa Bomba,
(Malone) (6-1-, 6-3- ).
Most of the singles players have
been combined to form the three
doubles pairings with similar
success being the result
Geary and Hampton, paired at
first doubles, have defeated Hiram
(6-2-, 6-1-), and Malone, (6-3- , 6-1-).
Now 2-- 2
combos. The lone Scot doubles
win came from the second doubles
team of WardlawDrennan.
, The Scots need to win 4 of the 6
singles matches to beat Capital.
Singles players Andy Levinson,
Mike FlanneUy, and Al Lave
captured their matches.
Meanwhile Paul Wardlaw and
Todd Drennan lost their matches.
This left the match tied 4-- 4 and
set the-sta- ge for Bruce McLain's
dramatic third set win.McLainused
a chop backhand and a driving
forehand to edge his opponent 6--4
in the final set.
Tomorrow the Scots play their
first match on the road. They will
be at Muskingum at 1:30.
YOUR ATTENTION PLEASE!
WE'RE MAKING MANY CHANGES AT
THE '
CO M M
BANKINQ & TRUST COMPANY
WITH YOU," OUR COLLEGE
CUSTOMERS. IN MIND!
ONE CHANGE IS OUR NAME
WE'RE NOW .
THE
CENTRAL TRUST
COMPANY OF WAYNE COUNTY
All the good reasons you had for banking at Commercial,
are now at CENTRAL -- TRUST of Wayne
County....downtown Wooster and College Hills Shopping
Center. Same fine people; same local service in a personal
and friendly manner.
Our state-wid- e Central Trust affiliation to practical use;
modernizing our main office; and installing the Day and
Night Electronic Bank Tellers are all ways of improving our
servic to You, on campusl
V-,- 1
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DAY and
NIGHT
Gordon and Wynn have
adjusted beautifully to each
other's game, illustrated by their
(6-1-, 6-0-) dumping of Hiram and an
equally fine (6-0-, 6--1) showing
against Malone.
Wilder has been matched up
with sophomore Laurie Galloway
on the third doubles team with (6--3,
6--3) and (6-0-, 6-1-) wins over
Hiram and Malone, respectively,
being the result.
. The Scotties so far appear to be
on track for a super finish in the
State Tournament to be held at
' Ohio Wesley an University on May
11-1- 3, though they should begin to
'encounter some tougher
opponents, including Akron, Kent
State, and Denison.
The Wooster Scottie's next
home match is on Thursday, April
20th, with Kenyon, beginning at
2:30.- -
Golfers Improve
continued from page 10 ,
50 yards from the previous day as
Ashland tried to save their tee
areas.
"We were doing a lot of things
the right- - way, the way we'd
worked on them in practice.
Another week of practice like last
week and some more tournament
pressure and well be getting near
the quality I expect from this
team."
E R ClAL
141 North Walnut St.
- and
l.uUn OA "
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THE AMERICAN NATIONAL KID CROSS
